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Abstract
In the era of Big Data, enterprise management is undergoing tremendous changes. Human resource department, as an important part of the company, has also been affected by big data. The article is in the context of the era of Big Data, discussing the application of Big Data in major modules of human resource management, including recruitment, talent training, talent assessment and so on. Moreover, this article proposes the major challenges that HR will face and corresponding solution.
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1. Introduction
Humanity has been creating a steady stream of data since the date of birth. Data can be said to exist in every aspect of our work and life. Especially in recent years, all walks of life have focused on the massive data mining and application, which reveal that the era of Big Data has come and is menacing [1]. This trend has integrated into every work of enterprise management, including human resource management. HR needs to face a variety of reports, and a large number of personnel resumes and statistics. Only depending on these traditional information management systems, it is hard for HR to predict future human resource unit movements, employees’ growth curve and employee turnover intention effectively. However, if HR could refer to the Big Data philosophy and continue to explore Big Data management, human resource management would be more accurate, efficient and objective.

Therefore, under the background of the era of Big Data, the purpose of this article is to discuss the application of Big Data in major modules of human resource management, the major challenges that HR will face and corresponding solutions. Before these discussions, we will briefly introduce the concept of Big Data and its main...
features.

2. The Concept and Features of Big Data

Just like most emerging concepts, researchers haven’t achieved unity about how to define Big Data. But by comprehensive many scholars’ definition of Big Data, author discovery that there are five adjectives can describe Big Data well. These adjectives are massive, high growth, diversification, new approach, a more convincing result [1] [2].

Although scholars hold different views about the definition of Big Data, but they have unified understanding that Big Data has four basic features: Volume, Variety, Velocity, and Value (low density data value). This is so-called four V characteristics [2].

2.1. Volume

Large-scale is the most basic features of Big Data. In recent years, there are three main reasons for the surge of the amount of data. The first is the popularity of the Internet, which makes data acquisition and sharing become more easily. The second is the substantial increase in capacity of data acquisition of every kind of sensor, which makes people acquire more real and more comprehensive data. In addition, methods and concepts of individual data processing has experienced a shift from relying on sample data to analyze the overall tend to using the overall data to analyze directly, the difference between these two methods is enormous.

2.2. Variety

The complex data type is an important characteristic of Big Data. In the past, although we had the huge amount of data, but most of them are structured. Accordingly, the data processing methods we need are fixed. But with the rapid development of the Internet and the sensor, we acquire more and more unstructured data, which is just the one the Big Data needs to focus on. This kind of data is minority and it makes traditional data processing face enormous challenges.

2.3. Velocity

With the rapid development of information acquisition and dissemination technology, data volume grows rapidly and new data emerge every moment. Fast-growing volume of data requires faster data processing speed. Because only faster data processing speed can make large amounts of data be effectively utilized. Otherwise, the proliferation of data will become a burden to solving problems. In addition, the value of the data over time decreases rapidly. And if the data has not been processing effectively, they will lose value. At the same time, Big Data makes no sense.

2.4. Low Value Density

While the large scale introduction of unstructured data helps us retain all the details of the data, it introduces a lot of useless information, sometimes even wrong information. So compare to structured data, unstructured data has low value density. However, just as the value of the data is relative, the discretion of the density value is relative also. Sometimes an insignificant detail data may cause a huge impact [2].

3. The Application of Big Data in Human Resource Management

3.1. Big Data Application in Recruitment of Talent

In modern world, competition among enterprises is the competition of talent, and recruiting talents for enterprise is the primary task of human resources department. Traditional recruitment usually follows the steps below: First, sector heads report demand for talent. Second, the recruitment message will be posted on the corporate portal. Then, when the applicants found the message and were interested in it, they would submit their resume. After that, HR would select applicants’ resume and interview appropriate candidates till they find the person they want. During the selection process, in addition to education, gender, profession and other hard targets, interviewer’s experience played an important role. But the reality shows that the results are often biased. Because
most of the time, the interviewers couldn’t acquire comprehensive information about candidates. The information they attained always from the candidates’ description. This kind of one-sided and false information leads to the deviation of the results. But now, the Big Data can be well compensated for it. First of all, Big Data provides a broader platform for enterprises’ recruitment work, which is the Internet. According to statistics, China has more than two-thirds of enterprises use online recruitment [3]. Company integrates recruitment into social networking, and constantly gathers resume information and application information, which laid a solid foundation for the “Big Data” analysis of recruitment. Moreover, even when companies don’t need recruitment, they can also gather information about the candidates persistently. In addition, the combination of social networking sites and recruitment can help recruiter find more information about the candidates, including personal video picture, living conditions, social relationships, ability etc., so that the candidate’s image become more vivid and achieve accurate “person-post matching” [4]. Of course, during this period of time, the candidates can learn recruitment process information more open and transparent, as well as their degree of compliance with job offers. This can be described as a win-win.

3.2. Big Data Application in Talent Training

As we all know, staff training is an important part to ensure the sustainable development of enterprises. Successful talent training can increase employees’ level of knowledge and skill, enhance their work performance [5]. So that enterprises can keep their advantages of human resources in fierce competition and increase their profitability finally.

The traditional employee training is usually organized by the company. According to different training content, company will hire professionals, or in-house training trainer to complete training. But no matter which way to use, it will be spend a lot of manpower, material and financial resources for company to organize such training. And this kind of training usually takes the traditional form of classroom instruction, which cannot meet the different needs of students effectively. Therefore, the effect of traditional training cannot be protected. With the advent of the era of Big Data, this problem has been resolved successfully. In the context of Big Data, information access and sharing are very convenient, any individual can search the information they want to learn through the network at any time or anywhere easily. In addition, more and more organizations began to develop professional network training courses. Companies can according to its own situation choose purchase these courses directly or customize. Such software programs can record the data of study behaviors of every employee, who can not only use the online system to analyze their own training needs, but also can choose your favorite form of teaching. So that employee can make their training more targeted and improve training efficiency. In addition, employee can accept online test and feedback at any time, which can enhance learning interest effectively and ensure the learning effect. And after a certain time, based on the learning data, the software can also predict an individual’s possible improve point [6]. In addition, to keep abreast of staff mastery of new skills, managers can monitor employees’ learning situation in the background.

3.3. Big Data Applications in Talent Assessment

Talent assessment as the current human resource management expertise has been more and more valued. Currently, the majority of personnel evaluation take the forms of expert assessment, comprehensive evaluation etc., but these methods are very subjective. Given this, researchers have studied a number of issues with Big Data technology, including personnel performance evaluation, personnel selection and classification research [7]. Based on the finding of these studies, the evaluation methods have been improved. These provide new tools and methods for personnel work. To build competency model, for example, the traditional model of building competency required a series of processes, including interviews, coding, questionnaires, statistical analysis, and so on. Now under the guidance of Big Data thinking, companies can build huge employee data system and use of modern information technology to calculate the difference between the performances of outstanding employees and is adventure employees accurately [8]. These distinctions may be because of technical expertise, personality, or even the physiological indices. This will likely revolutionize the construction mode of competency model, making the post competency features become the standards of selection employees. On this basis, rely on Big Data, human resource management system can continue to enrich talent evaluation and competency analysis tools to play out the wisdom of employees and human resource department.
3.4. Big Data Applications in Pay-Performance

The pay level of a company is always the most important indicator that attracts employees, and obtaining salary is absolutely one of the ultimate goals of employees to participate in the work, but for enterprise managers, pay and performance are effective means by which to motivate employees to work harder and harder. However, the reality is that almost every enterprise’s pay system is facing problems, and performance system as its basis is experiencing the same fate. The accounting practice is also a complicated work [9]. Traditional performance system often focus on more qualitative and less quantitative terms and pay level is out of touch with performance results. The salary can’t reflect differences between high performance employees and low performance employees that resulting in a diffusion of responsibility. Even if company has applied KPI performance mode, it’s hard for HR to do the daily performance appraisal. Moreover, to select comprehensive and fair index as KPI is also difficult. Eventually, many companies’ KPI become a dummy. While under the influence of Big Data thought, companies can record the daily workload, specific content of the work and the task achievement of each employee, then use cloud computing processing to analysis these data [10]. Finally, according to pay performance standards, wages can be calculated automatically. With computers to achieve these operations can not only improve work efficiency, but also can reduce business investment in human capital.

3.5. Big Data Applications in Employee Career Management

Under the background of the era of Big Data, individual career choices and planning is also closely linked with the data. By quantitative analysis of all the information that we can get of employees, including their interest on job, promotion will, professional experience and performance, career planning books and other data, HR could understand employees’ career interests better and provide better assistance for employees’ career planning and management. Enterprises can combine the traditional career management with career management of Big Data, take full advantage of these two ways to explore the employee’s career path, provide personalized career guidance, finally reduce the employee turnover and achieve the win-win situation between enterprises and employees.

4. The New Challenges Faced by HR

As mentioned above, there is no doubt that Big Data theory and technology have their own advantages, but everything has pros and cons. In fact, Big Data is still in the development stage, and its related concepts, techniques, methods are far from mature [11]. So HR also faces a variety of challenges in the use of Big Data. Combined with its own characteristics, there are three points should be noted.

4.1. Combined the Use of Big Data with Structured Data

Because of the advantages of Big Data, so many people think that Big Data can solve all problems. But there are many indications suggest that the current Big Data still cannot completely replace traditional structured data, because compared to the validity of structured data, unstructured data is not dominant. Especially for some specific applications, structured data is still dominant. Of course, for some industries, such as the Internet, using Big Data analysis can effectively handle huge amounts of data, analyze user needs roundly and optimize the product. But for the traditional structured data-intensive applications, traditional data processing methods can deal with these structured data well. So it is not necessary for these applications to use Big Data technologies [11].

Specific to the human resources work, if problems can be solved by traditional structured data, HR don’t need to use Big Data technology. Because it has never been the best way, only have the most suitable method. HR professionals must understand it.

4.2. Assurance the Security of the Personal Information of Employees

While the development and application of Big Data do good to mankind and the organization, it makes personal privacy and trade secrets exists the danger of being violated. Data security situation is not optimistic. According to IDC statistics: In 2010, there was only less than one third data is of the need to protect, but by 2020, this proportion will exceed to two fifth. In emerging markets in Asia and South America, the lack of data protection is more serious [11][12].

With the rise of e-commerce and social networking, more and more people leave with a lot of personal infor-
mation on the network. Although the company can analyze employees by obtaining this information, if they used improperly, it is likely to infringe the privacy of employees and cause huge losses to employees. Once the personal data footprint is gathered and analyzed, it would be easy to obtain personal information. But in fact, it is very hard to keep the information from exposure because of the data release mechanism on the network [12]. The situation put forward higher requirements to the enterprise network security system.

4.3. Careful Use of the Concluded

In the era of Big Data, people think the data is not static and stale, but flowing and updating. Big Data is the source of human knowledge and society value, and through Big Data analysis, we found more valuable potential correlation, from which we can predict the direction of specific things. However, we must be clear that the conclusions that come from data do not necessarily reflect the true. Because with the increase of the amount of data, it may bring some wrong data, making the data value reduce greatly and even draw the wrong conclusion. In addition, the macro conclusions acquired by Big Data analysis, don’t make sense for some micro issues. Such as a coin toss, the more times we throw, the closer for us to obtain a positive or negative. But no matter how many times it has thrown, we still cannot analyze that we will get a positive or negative the next time. Therefore, we cannot hope to be able to predict all from the Big Data.

5. Conclusion

In summary, while Big Data provides new methods and ideas for HR, there are inherent drawbacks. HR needs to make full use of the advantages of Big Data and try to avoid its disadvantages, so that Big Data can service companies and human resource can worker better.
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